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Program Notes 
 
 
Daily life in the eighteenth century was filled with music, but unlike the recorded music  
pumped through earbuds that accompanies so many people today, all of the music was 
performed live and much of it written for the occasion. The needs of institutions, 
ranging from church to court to theater, played an enormous role in determining what 
music was composed. 
 

Vivaldi : Concerto in  a minor     RV 108 
 
 Though ordained a priest, Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741) ceased saying mass 
after barely a year, ostensibly because of an ailment described as “tightness in the chest” 
(strettezza di petto). Whether angina pectoris or, more likely, asthma, the condition also 
frequently prevented him from walking about, but did not seem to impair his abilities 
as a musician or a teacher. His name is closely associated with the Ospedale della Pietà, 
one of four institutions in Venice which took in girls, orphaned, illegitimate, or 
otherwise cast off, where he taught the violin and led the orchestra. The Pietà was 
famous for the quality of its musical performances, where the girls formed an entire 
choir and orchestra of the highest calibre. The atmosphere of the Pietà was unique; the 
charges stayed there longer than students in a modern conservatory, so the orchestra 
was not always faced with the same kind of periodic turnover in personnel one would 
expect today, helping to develop and maintain a consistently high standard of playing. 
The environment was apparently more relaxed than a northern European convent, since 
the “girls” were permitted to perform publicly, albeit behind a screen from a balcony. 
The virtuosic writing, for strings and continuo as well as the solo recorder, in Vivaldi’s 
Concerto in a minor (RV 108) testifies to the level of skill attained in the Pietà. As was 
common in Italy at the time, the scoring dispenses with viola, and was probably 
conceived for what today would be consider chamber music forces: solo recorder, a 
single first violin, a single second violin, and a bass, here shared by the cello and the 
harpsichord. 
 

Corelli : Sonata op.4,8  in d minor (1694) 
 
 In his career as a violinist and composer in Rome Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713) 
was renowned for his virtuosity and the refinement of his execution. As an orchestral 
leader he was known for his exacting standards. He was perhaps the first Italian to 
insist on unified bowings in string sections. He is chiefly known for three genres in 
which he wrote and which he is considered to have brought to perfection: sonatas for 
one violin and basso continuo; trio sonatas for two violins and basso continuo; and 
concerti grossi for two solo violins, solo cello, strings, and basso continuo. His 
compositions in all three genres served as models for other composers, but his trio 
sonatas were especially admired. They were consciously imitated by composers as 
divergent as Purcell, Geminiani, Telemann, and Couperin. He wrote four sets of twelve 
trio sonatas each as his first four opuses, published in Rome in 1681, 1685, 1689, and 
1694. According to Corelli, the process of working out and refining his compositions 
was a laborious one, but this work was not done just in the abstract. He had ample 
opportunity under the patronage of Cardinals Benedetto Pamphilij and Pietro Ottoboni 
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to try out his trios with his student and companion Matteo Fornari on second violin and 
the cellist and composer Giovanni Lorenzo Lulier as he polished them. 
 

Fasch : Sonata in B flat major 
 
 Johann Friedrich Fasch (1688-1758) was among the most esteemed German 
composers of his day. At thirteen the orphaned Fasch was recruited by Kuhnau into the 
Thomasschule in Leipzig, where he founded a Collegium Musicum, as his friend 
Telemann likewise did. Even before he had any instruction in composition, he excelled 
as a composer, eventually perfecting his art under Graupner. When Kuhnau died in 
1722, Fasch, together with Telemann and Graupner, was one of the Leipzig City 
Council’s three favorites to succeed Kuhnau as Thomaskantor, the post which would 
eventually and reluctantly be awarded to J. S. Bach. Despite two invitations to apply for 
the position, Fasch decided that this opportunity came too close on the heels to his 
having just accepted the post as court Kapellmeister in Zerbst. Fasch’s son Carl Friedrich 
Christian served alongside Carl Philipp Emannuel Bach as second harpsichordist at the 
court of Frederick the Great in Berlin. None of Fasch’s music was published in his 
lifetime. The B-flat major sonata à quattro for oboe, recorder, violin, and harpsichord 
(FWV N:B1) survives in a set of manuscript parts, sent by Fasch to the court in 
Darmstadt, now preserved at the State Library in Dresden. 
 

Telemann : Sonata in  G major      TWV 42: G 11 
 
 Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767), the most prolific composer ever, was also 
one of the most multifaceted. He was fully versed in several national styles, most 
importantly the French and Italian. In an autobiography he wrote that his frequent 
opportunities to hear the Hanover and Wolfenbüttel court orchestras, while studying at 
the university in Leipzig, acquainted him with French, Italian, and theatrical tastes, 
while teaching him the “diverse natures of the different instruments”. The sonata for 
two violins and basso continuo in G major (TWV 42: G 11) is one of his earlier 
compositions from the 1710s or early 1720s, written in the Italian style, clearly 
hearkening back to the trios of Corelli. It was perhaps written during his time in 
Eisenach where his duties included playing the violin. The second movement of the 
sonata is a dance-based fugue, a giga where the subject is treated canonically. 
 

Blavet : Concerto à 4 parties  in  a minor 
 
 Michel Blavet (1700-1768) taught himself several wind instruments as a boy, 
eventually becoming accomplished on the bassoon and the flute.  Blavet appeared at the 
Concert Spirituel in Paris more frequently than any other instrumentalist.  He was 
famous throughout Europe for the beauty of his tone on the flute.  The flute playing 
monarch Frederick the Great tried unsuccessfully to entice him to join his court in 
Berlin.  Quantz and Telemann were among the musicians who wrote glowing 
comments on his playing.  Though many of Blavet’s sonatas for flute and continuo were 
in the galant style, Blavet’s only surviving flute concerto is in slightly more conservative 
late-baroque style, which skillfully blends elements of the French dance style with those 
of the Italian concerto. 
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Scarlatti : Sonata Nona  in  a minor   (1725) 
 
 Neapolitan opera was one of the chief influences on musical style in the second 
half of the eighteenth century. The simpler, song-like, vocal style seemed more natural 
than the learned, contrapuntal style which had been the hallmark of good composers in 
the earlier part of the century. Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725) was one of the elder 
generation represented by this style. As was common in Naples, he wrote his sonata 
nona for recorder with three-part strings, i.e. two violins and continuo, without a viola 
part, the same scoring Vivaldi adopted for his a minor concerto. It survives in a 1725 
Neapolitan manuscript collection of recorder concertos by diverse composers. As was 
common at the time the descriptive titles were not prescribed clearly by the source. The 
title page uses the term “concerti”, but at the top of each individual work is the name 
“sonata” followed by an ordinal number in Italian. Thus the title Sonata nona indicates 
that it is the ninth work in the collection, though not the ninth by Scarlatti. Our modern 
distinctions between concerto, where a solo instrument or small group of instruments is 
pitted against larger ensemble forces, and a sonata, chamber music usually for one or 
two instruments, do not readily apply to these pieces which contain elements of both. 
Though the recorder is the solo instrument, it is often the violins which are given the 
more virtuosic material and throughout there is a fluid interplay between the parts, 
more typical of chamber music than of the later concerto. 
 

Fux : Partita à 3  in d minor K 326   (1701) 
 
 Johann Joseph Fux (1660-1741) is best known for his learned counterpoint and 
his theoretical work Gradus ad parnassum, which was first published in 1725 in Vienna at 
imperial expense. It went through numerous printings and translations. This text was 
used extensively by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven in their teaching.  The trio partita in 
d minor (K 326), written in 1701, is one of twelve that he wrote for two violins and 
continuo. 
 

Telemann : Quartet/Concerto  in a minor   TWV 43: a 3    (ca1730) 
 
 Telemann wrote quartets for a diverse array of different instrumentations. 
Because of the obbligato nature of all the parts, the piece in a minor, variously titled 
Quartet and Concerto (TWV 43: a3), is called one of Telemann’s Sonaten auf Concertenart, 
or sonatas in concerto style. It is originally scored for recorder, oboe, violin, and basso 
continuo. The designation “quartet” refers to its scoring in four roughly equal parts, 
what might also be called a sonata à quattro, but the individual, virtuosic treatment given 
to each of the upper three parts accounts for its alternative title of concerto. While the 
solo writing for the upper three instruments in this tour de force is very idiomatic, the 
oboe part does not sound out of character on the violin. 


